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A method is described for calculating the mean cover time for a particle
performing a simple random walk on the vertices of a finite connected graph. The
method also yields the variance and generating function of the cover time. A
computer program is available which utilises the approach to provide results for
vertex symmetric graphs. Some examples are given. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a finite, connected, undirected simple graph G with edge set E
and vertex set V having N vertices. A particle performs a simple random
walk on the vertices of this graph, such that when at vertex ¨ the particle
moves to one of the neighbouring vertices chosen with uniform probability.
 4This defines a Markov chain X [ X : n G 0 on V, where X is then n
vertex that the particle is at after n steps. Starting at vertex ¨ we call the
co¨er time C the minimum number of steps it takes the particle to visit all¨
 .the vertices in V, and denote its expectation by E C . When these¨
quantities do not depend on ¨ , the subscripts will be omitted.
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 .There are many results concerning upper and lower bounds for E C .¨
w xPerhaps the most famous is that of Aleliunas et al. 2 , which states that
regardless of the starting vertex ¨ ,
< <E C F 2 E N y 1 1.1 .  .  .¨
and this implies that the mean cover time cannot be of order of magnitude
larger than N 3. Indeed, this bound is tight, in that for example, a lollipop
 .graph consisting of a chain with N q 2 r3 vertices connected to a
 .  .complete graph or clique with 2 N q 1 r3 vertices attains this maximal
w xorder if the random walk is started on the clique. Chandra et al. 6 have
demonstrated that
< < < <E R F max E C F 2 q o 1 E R log N , 1.2 .  .  . .¨
¨gV
 w x.where R is the effecti¨ e resistance of the graph see 7 , a number bounded
w xabove by the graph's diameter. Matthews 9 presents upper and lower
 .bounds for E C in terms of mean first passage times.¨
All the above and similar results seem unsatisfactory when the graph in
question is relatively small, as the upper and lower bounds obtained are
typically far from close to one another. Results regarding exact mean cover
times for certain special graphs exist, however. For a complete graph, the
problem is close to the well-known coupon collector's problem, so it is
 .straightforward. Elementary arguments allow E C to be found for chains¨
w xand cyclic graphs 10 and an electrical network approach gives the time
w xfor a walk on a star graph with arms of arbitrary length 11 . In Section 2
 .we present a method which allows E C to be calculated exactly for any¨
finite connected graph, and the variance and probability generating func-
tion for C are also obtained via relatively simple extensions. The ideas
presented readily extend to allow computation of the same results for the
time to cover all edges, a somewhat more difficult class of problems not
discussed here.
 .Section 3 gives brief details of a computer program which enables E C
to be calculated for any graph that is vertex symmetric. The full program,
along with documentation and examples, is available via anonymous ftp
from maths.nottingham.ac.uk, with the relevant files in the directory
rpubrpersonalrbd. The paper concludes with some simple examples
which motivated the work, namely random walks on the Platonic solids and
the four dimensional cube.
Applications of cover times for random walks on graphs are plentiful in
theoretical computer science. Uses include simulating token rings on
w x w xarbitrary networks 5 , universal traversal sequences 3 , and examining the
space-time trade-off in algorithms for determining connectivity in graphs
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w x w x2 . Aldous 1 provides a characteristically comprehensive survey of both
the theory and the motivation of the topic.
2. THE METHOD
Although the method described in what follows is valid for an arbitrary
Markov chain on a finite state space, we use notation consistent with
 4random walks on graphs. Let X [ X : n G 0 denote a simple, nearest-n
< <neighbour random walk on the vertex set V of a graph G, with V s N,
say. Consider the situation when m vertices have been visited, for 0 - m
F N. Let A be the set of essentially different configurations the mm
vertices covered may have with respect to the current position of the walk,
taking advantage of any symmetry present. For example, for a walk on the
vertices of a square, all configurations with two vertices hit are equivalent,
while there are two situations possible for three vertices visited corre-
sponding to the particle being one or two steps away from the unvisited
.  .vertex . We say A consists of the m-partial co¨er states of X , and letm
< <  4N [ A . Concern rests on the co¨erage process Y [ Y : n G 0 linkedm m n
to X, which passes from states in A through to A as the number of1 N
vertices visited by X increases. So Y records the vertices visited by X, as
well as those previously occupied and is a Markov chain with transition
matrix expressible as
P Q 0 ??? 01 1
0 P Q ??? 02 2
0 0 P ??? 0 ,3
. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 0
0 0 ??? ??? PN
where P denotes the transition probability matrix for states in A , andm m
Q contains the probabilities of transitions from states in A to A ,m m mq1
 4for m g 1, 2, . . . , N . The time for the process Y to reach A is theN
random variable of interest here. Let us label the states in A bym
S 1., S 2., . . . , S Nm . in some arbitrary fashion, for each m. Further, definem m m
as J the state at which Y enters A for m s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1.m mq1
We abuse notation slightly in what follows by suppressing the role of the
starting vertex ¨ in the formula. Throughout the paper, I denotes an
identity matrix whose dimension will be apparent from the context. Thus in
the statement of Proposition 2.4, I is of dimension N = N . We definem m
 .y1Z [ I y P to be the usual fundamental matrix for Y on A , form m m
 w x .m s 1, 2, . . . , N see 8 for details . The vector 1 will represent an appro-
priately sized column vector of ones.
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 4Consider the coverage process Y : n G 0 , and let T be the time itn m
takes this process to pass from A to A , for 1 F m F N y 1. For eachm mq1
 .m s 1, 2, . . . , N y 1, define the N = N matrix D with the i, j thm mq1 m
entry given by
m. <  i. j.d [ E T 1 J s S , .i j m  J sS 4 my1 mm mq1
where 1 denotes the usual indicator function for an event v.v 4
Using the notation above, since
 j. <  i. ky1P T s k , J s S J s S s P Q 2.1 . .  . i jm m mq1 my1 m m m
for k s 1, 2, . . . , it can be seen that
` `
 j.  i. ky1<kP T s k , J s S J s S s kP Q . m m mq1 my1 m m m /
ks1 ks1 i j
y2s I y P Q . .m m i j
and hence
y2D s I y P Q . .m m m
m.  m. m. m..PROPOSITION 2.1. For m s 1, 2, . . . , N let a [ a , a , . . . , a1 2 Nm
be the entry distribution into A , i.e., am. is the probability that A is enteredm i m
¨ia its ith state S  i., 1 F i F N . Then we ha¨em m
amq1. s am.Z Q , m s 1, 2, . . . , N y 1.m m
Proof. This follows on noting that
`
 j.  i.  j.  i.< <P J s S J s S s P T s k , J s S J s S .  .m mq1 my1 m m m mq1 my1 m
ks1
y1s I y P Q . .m m i j
s bm. ,i j
say. Then for j s 1, 2, . . . , N ,mq 1
amq1. s P J s S  j. .j m mq1
Nm
 i.  j.  i.<s P J s S P J s S J s S .  . my 1 m m mq1 my1 m
is1
Nm
m. m.s a b . i i j
is1
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mq1.  .y1 m.Hence a s I y P Q s a Z Q , as required. That the inversem m m m
 .of I y P exists is a simple consequence of the substochastic nature ofm
 w x.each P see, e.g., Lemma 2.1 of 12 .m
PROPOSITION 2.2. For a simple random walk on a connected graph
 .G s V, E with N ¨ertices, commenced at time n s 0 at some ¨ertex ¨ g V,
Ny1 m. 4we ha¨e that the expected co¨er time is  a Z 1 .ms 1 m
Proof. It is apparent from the definition of D thatm
E T s am.D 1 .m m
y2m.s a I y P Q 1 .m m
 .for m s 1, . . . , N y 1. Now since P q Q 1 s 1, clearly we have Q 1 sm m m
 .I y P 1. By substitution, we see thatm
y1m.E T s a I y P 1 .  .m m
s am.Z 1. 2.2 .m
Summing over m gives the result, since the cover time C s T q T1 2
q ??? qT .Ny1
 .Hence Proposition 2.2 provides a means of calculating E C with the¨
 4largest matrix to be inverted having dimension max N , and1F mF Ny1 m
indeed this is true for the subsequent results. We briefly outline in Section
3 how this dimension can be reduced.
PROPOSITION 2.3. The ¨ariance of the co¨er time C is gi¨ en by
Ny1
2m. m.Var C s a 2Z y I Z 1 y a Z 1 .  .  .  /m m m
ms1
nym
m. m. n.q 2 a D Z Q D 1 y a Z 1a Z 1 . m mqk mqk n m n / / /ks1n)m
Proof. As C s Ny1T , it is immediate thatms 1 m
Ny1
Var C s Var T q 2 Cov T , T . .  .  . m m n
n)mms1
w x  . m. .  m. .2Now from 8, p. 52 , we see Var T s a 2Z y I Z 1 y a Z 1 . Asm m m m
 .  .for the covariances, we find for m - n that Cov T , T s E T T ym n m n
 .  .E T E T wherem n
nym
m.E T T s a D Z Q D 1. . m n m mqk mqk n /ks1
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 .Using 2.2 and adding together the constituent terms gives the formula
stated for the variance.
 .  .In what follows if v is a row or column vector, v indicates that only1
the first entry is considered.
 .  C .PROPOSITION 2.4. Let F s [ E s be the generating function of the
co¨er time C. Then
Ny1
y1Ny1F s s s I y sP Q , 0 F s F 1. .  . m m /ms1 1
 .Proof. For m s 1, 2, . . . , N y 1, let F s be the N = N matrixm m mq1
 .function defined as having the i, j th element
Tm <  i. j.F s [ E s 1 J s S . .  .i jm  J sS 4 my1 mm mq1
< <  .for s F 1. Now with T s 0, the bivariate process J , T : m s0 m m
40, 1, . . . , N y 1 is Markovian, which implies that
E sC s E sT1qT 2q? ? ?qTNy 1 .  .
s a1.F s F s ??? F s 1 .  .  .1 2 Ny1
Ny1
s F s , . m /ms1 1
noting that the 1 in the second equation above is redundant. All that is
 .  .required is to determine F s , for m s 1, 2, . . . , N y 1. From 2.1 itm
follows that
`
k ky1F s s s P Q . .  .i j i jm m m
ks1
and hence
y1F s s s I y sP Q . .  .m m m
Multiplication of the above expression over m yields the result. The
non-singularity of the matrices I y sP is a consequence here of them
< <substochasticity of P and the fact that s F 1.m
To illustrate the results, consider the example of the simple random
walk on the vertices of the cube. Here we find N s 1, N s 1, N s 2,1 2 3
N s 5, N s 7, N s 6, N s 3, and N s 1, exploiting obvious symme-4 5 6 7 8
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tries. Via Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, the following partial cover times were
observed
m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 .E T 1 3r2 12r7 82r35 1793r665 5601r1330 5018r665m
 . 7  .and hence E C s  E T s 1996r95. Proposition 2.4 allows usms 1 m
to obtain the generating function of C in this case, which is
7  9 8 7 6 5 4 32 s 38 s q 113s y 1404 s y 2754 s q 10368 s q 6156 s y 14580 s y
2 .  .  2 .  2 .  2 .10206 s y 4374 s q 1968 r 2 s y 3 7s y 9 5s y 9 s q 3s y 9
 2 .  2 .  4 2 ..s y 3 s q 6 s y 9 2 s y 45s q 81 . It can then be shown that
 .Var C s 822064r9025.
3. THE PROGRAM
It is apparent that the method described in the previous section can be
refined to further reduce the maximum dimension of the matrices to be
inverted. This is achieved by collecting the m-partial cover states in Am
into intercommunicating subsets for each m, i.e., re-ordering the states in
such a way that configurations which are mutually accessible from one
another appear grouped together. The process Y enters only one such
subset before progressing to A . In this way the transition matrix formq 1
movement within A is block diagonalised; an effective algorithm form
performing this on certain regular graphs is included in our program. In
order to describe the class of graphs on which the program can operate,
some definitions are required.
 .DEFINITION 3.1. Let a be an automorphism of a graph G [ V, E
 .i.e., an adjacency-preserving permutation of the vertex set V . Two ver-
 .tices ¨ , ¨ g V are similar if for some automorphism a we have a ¨ s1 2 1
 .  .¨ . Two edges e s ¨ , ¨ , e s ¨ , ¨ g E are similar if there is an2 1 1 2 2 3 4
 4.  4automorphism a of G such that a ¨ , ¨ s ¨ , ¨ . The graph is ¨ertex1 2 3 4
symmetric if each pair of vertices is similar, and edge symmetric if every
pair of edges is similar. If it is both vertex and edge symmetric we say that
G is symmetric.
Symmetric graphs are prevalent in the architecture of parallel proces-
 w x .sors see 4 , for example . Our program needs the graph to be vertex
symmetric, and takes as input the degree, the number of vertices, and a list
of the neighbours for each vertex under some arbitrary labelling scheme.
The output is designed for use with MAPLE, although the program could
quite easily be re-compiled for compatibility with other computer algebra
packages.
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The graphs of the Platonic solids are symmetric, so are included here as
examples along with the four dimensional cube. Recall that the graph of
the N-dimensional tetrahedron is complete, so the cover time can be
derived more easily by other methods. Where decimal values are quoted
rather that fractions, accuracy is to four decimal places.
 .Octahedron. We find E C s 248r21, and the corresponding generat-
5 3 2 .  . . 6 5 4ing function is s 3s q 9s y 14 s y 40 r s y 2 s y 4 s q 3s y 14 s
3 2 ..y 3s q 64 s q 96 s y 128 .
Cube. The cover time for vertices was demonstrated to be 1996r95
in Section 2. The expected time to cover all edges is 48.5292.
 .Icosahedron. Here we have E C s 37.7142.
 .Dodecahedron. In this case we have E C s 97.2078.
Four dimensional cube. The mean cover time for vertices here is
58.2722.
The above were found to be consistent with results obtained by simulat-
ing a million walks for each example.
4. SUMMARY
What has been discussed is a conceptually simple, computationally
feasible method for calculating exactly the mean, variance, and probability
generating function of the cover time for a random walk on a connected
w xgraph. Aldous 1 has conjectured whether it is possible to find the mean
 .deterministically in a polynomial in N number of steps; naturally our
procedure does not satisfy this requirement. However, our computer
program does provide an algorithm for vertex symmetric graphs where the
number of steps increases polynomially with the total number of co¨er
 Ny1 .states i.e., the number  N . Furthermore, the method enables re-ms 1 m
sults to be obtained in cases for which only fairly loose bounds had
 .previously been available. For example, for the dodecahedron, 1.1 and
 .1.2 only inform us that the mean cover time lies between 35 and 1140.
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